Year 5 Autumn 1: spellings
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

Spelling Rule
...cious

Spelling Rule
...tious

Spelling Rule
...cial

Spelling Rule
...tial

Spelling Rule
...ant

Spelling Rule
...ance

Spelling Rule
...ancy

1 conscious
2 precious
3 unconscious
4 suspicious
5 delicious
6 vicious
7 spacious
8 gracious
9 subconscious
10 ferocious
11 malicious
12 judicious
13 vivacious
14 luscious
15 atrocious
16 precocious
17 tenacious
18 auspicious
19 audacious
20 ungracious

1 ambitious
2 cautious
3 contentious
4 infectious
5 conscientious
6 nutritious
7 pretentious
8 fictitious
9 superstitious
10 propitious
11 vexatious
12 fractious
13 ostentatious
14 facetious
15 surreptitious
16 unpretentious
17 bumptious
18 overambitious
19 scrumptious
20 repetitious

1 performance
2 importance
3 finance
4 distance
5 insurance
6 balance
7 advance
8 appearance
9 circumstance
10 dance
11 glance
12 significance
13 assistance
14 resistance
15 alliance
16 entrance
17 substance
18 allowance
19 acceptance
20 instance

1 pregnancy
2 fancy
3 redundancy
4 consultancy
5 tenancy
6 expectancy
7 discrepancy
8 vacancy
9 accountancy
10 occupancy
11 infancy
12 truancy
13 malignancy
14 conservancy
15 ascendancy
16 constancy
17 militancy
18 hesitancy
19 vibrancy
20 buoyancy

1 social
2 special
3 official
4 financial
5 commercial
6 crucial
7 judicial
8 artificial
9 provincial
10 racial
11 beneficial
12 superficial
13 unofficial
14 facial
15 glacial
16 especial
17 sacrificial
18 prejudicial
19 antisocial
20 multiracial

1 potential
2 essential
3 initial
4 substantial
5 residential
6 presidential
7 partial
8 influential
9 differential
10 spatial
11 confidential
12 martial
13 sequential
14 impartial
15 preferential
16 consequential
17 torrential
18 palatial
19 evidential
20 deferential

1 important
2 significant
3 defendant
4 servant
5 assistant
6 constant
7 sergeant
8 relevant
9 tenant
10 pleasant
11 peasant
12 consultant
13 merchant
14 giant
15 infant
16 applicant
17 brilliant
18 participant
19 accountant
20 dominant

Spellings in context:

Spelling Rule
...cious

The naughty child made a conscious
decision to improve her attitude.
An engagement ring held a precious
diamond.
Lying helpless, the unconscious
casualty needed help.
The policeman was suspicious of the
intruder’s alibi.
That cake looks delicious.
A vicious dog chased the innocent
kitten.
The boot of the car was spacious
enough for a large family.
The princess looked gracious as she
moved across the ballroom.

Spelling Rule
...tious

A very ambitious politician may
become Prime Minister.
Always be cautious when trying
something for the first time.
A contentious i ssue was discussed in
the houses of parliament.
If a child is infectious, they should not
attend school.
The conscientious child worked hard
on her homework.
How nutritious is that snack?
Having a pretentious attitude can
sometimes cause problems.
A fictitious c haracter allows you to
His subconscious was telling him not escape into your dreams.
Not everyone is superstitious.
to do it!
The timing for the meeting seemed
Growling, the ferocious dog
quite propitious.
protected its owner.
The company were annoyed by the
The malicious child spread nasty
vexatious questions.
rumours.
After much thought, the criminal made They always fight and squabble like
fractious children.
a judicious decision.
The vivacious puppy chased the ball The Queen’s outfit was simple without
being ostentatious.
around the park.
An annoyed parent made a facetious
After eating the luscious chocolate,
comment.
the girl felt unwell.
Low wages were supplemented by
Sadly, the new pupil had atrocious

Spelling Rule
...cial

Spelling Rule
...tial

A party was held at the social
club.
Luckily, the bike was on special
offer.
The engagement became official
once announced to the press.
It does not make financial sense
to spend that money.
Sales increased following a
successful commercial advert.
It is crucial that you fill in the
consent form.
The courts made a judicial
enquiry into allegations made.
Playing on artificial grass can
sometimes cause injury.
She enjoyed living in a
provincial town.
Sadly, a racial comment was
shouted from the crowd.
It is beneficial to learn your
times tables.
There was only a superficial
burn on the table.
The coach made an unofficial
transfer.
The spa offered a facial and a

It was clear that the actor had huge
potential.
It is essential t hat you bring the correct
clothes for the trip.
Please initial this form.
Substantial progress was made
following her hard work.
The residential street was popular with
families.
Presidential decisions are always hard
to make.
There was a partial e
 clipse of the sun
yesterday.
Footballers can be extremely influential
to young children.
There is a clear differential b
 etween
petrol and diesel prices.
The spatial arrangement is typical for a
residential palace.
The confidential letters had to be
shredded.
Martial arts can help to keep people fit
and health.
The scientist followed a series of
sequential events.
The judge offered impartial guidance to
the lawyer.

massage.
Thick, glacial deposits moved
through the ocean.
These traditions are of especial
interest to the small town.
The congregation placed their
sacrificial items on the altar.
These proposals are most
certainly prejudicial.
Antisocial behaviour is being
stopped by the police.
The youth club was multiracial.

He was offered preferential t reatment
during his trip.
The new government lacked
consequential leaders.
Following a torrential downpour, the
houses were sadly flooded.
The new house was both palatial and
elegant.
The evidential bases for her argument
were unfounded.
People were always deferential to him.

behaviour.
Precocious attitudes can lead to
children falling out.
The politician had a tenacious
attitude.
It was not the most auspicious
moment to hold an election.
The popstar made an audacious
comment.
You should never be ungracious for
any gift you receive.

surreptitious payments from
tradesmen.
The couple stayed in a friendly and
unpretentious hotel.
In court, the lawyer appeared
bumptious.
There is nothing wrong with being
overambitious.
Chocolate cake is always extremely
scrumptious.
Copying out lines was extremely
repetitious.

Spelling Rule
...ant

Spelling Rule
...ance

Spelling Rule
...ancy

It was clearly an important choice
that had to be made.
Significant improvements were
made to his attendance.
The defendant spoke truthfully to the
judge.
Happily, the servant worked for the
Queen.
A shop assistant showed me where
to find the product.
The young puppy had a constant
supply of energy.
Angrily, the sergeant shouted at his

Following the performance, the actors
received a standing ovation.
Never forget the importance of
washing your hands.
Please take the receipt to the finance
department.
The distance the airport is 25 miles
along the motorway.
It is against the law to drive a car
without insurance.
Try to balance the ball on the end of
the bench.

The royal princess announced her
pregnancy.
What a fancy outfit you have chosen
to wear for the wedding.
The company offered early
redundancy.
The management consultancy firm
advertised a new job.
There are only six month left of the
tenancy on the house.
What is the life expectancy of a wild
leopard.
There was a discrepancy in the final

troop.
Highlight the relevant information in
the document.
The young tenant took very good
care of the house.
Burning a candle will leave a
pleasant aroma.
The peasant threw their water into
the gutter.
The shop consultant showed me the
best product to buy.
Excitedly, the young man joined the
merchant navy.
In many fairy tales, there will be a
giant.
The crying infant needed feeding
and winding.
Luckily, the applicant was
successful and got the job.
Show me just how brilliant you can
be!
The participant joined in with the
games enthusiastically.
Taking advice from my accountant, I
saved lots of money.
In some species, the female is the
more dominant.

You can sometimes pay for a ticket in
advance of the performance.
Nervously, the actor made his first
appearance on the stage.
I did not wish to find myself in this
circumstance.
Work with a partner to perfect this new
dance.
Taking a quick glance, she was
surprised what she saw.
What is the significance of that date?
ALways offer assistance if you see
someone struggling.
It is not always helpful to show
resistance to people in charge.
The alliance between America and
the U.K remains strong.
The entrance to the garden was
hidden amongst the bushes.
What is that substance in the bottle?
Some children are given an
allowance to spend each week.
His acceptance s peech was heartfelt
and emotional.
In this instance, you will be allowed to
leave the room early.

score in the rugby match.
A new vacancy was advertised in the
corner shop.
The accountancy firm offered
financial support.
What is the occupancy rate of the
new hotel?
The opinion polls were still in their
infancy.
After much hard work, the school had
reduced truancy levels.
Her eyes sparkled with renewed
malignancy.
From the point of view of nature
conservancy, I'd rather see it left
unspoilt.
The ascendancy of good over evil.
The constancy of the tradition was
extremely comforting.
There are signs of growing militancy
among workers.
The soldier took advantage of some
hesitancy in the defence to rifle in a
shot.
The vibrancy of the flower was
overwhelming.
During Science, the class tested the
buoyancy of different objects.

